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a useful little program that
enables you to clean up privacy
information, tracks and other
related data when it comes to

your web browsers and
Windows tools. It offers

support for Netscape, Firefox
and Opera. The interface of the

application is based on a
common window with an

uncomplicated layout; you can
navigate through the tabs and

input your options. For
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example, you can clean the
cache, history, autocomplete

details, cookies, saved
usernames and passwords,

along with typed URLs of web
browsers. Furthermore, you

can manage Firefox and Opera
cookies, profiles and login

credentials, and clean Mozilla
items which automatically run
at system startup/shutdown.
Concerning Windows tools,

you can clean recent
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documents, Run and Search
history, MRU Registry entries,
the Recycle Bin and Clipboard,
along with the user temporary
directory. But you may also

delete unnecessary data from
Windows Media Player,

WordPad and Office apps,
along with items which

automatically run at system
boot. It is also possible to

create a custom list of files,
directories and Registry entries
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to delete. Once all your
preferred options have been set

up, you can run a complete
cleanup procedure. Plus,

CleanMOCache creates log
details and can be minimized

to the system tray; thus, it
doesn't disturb your activity on

the computer. The software
tool has a good response time,
quickly completes a scan and

clean job, and requires a pretty
low amount of CPU and
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system memory to work
properly. We have not come
across any issues throughout
our testing; CleanMOCache

did not hang, crash or pop up
error notifications. However,
the app has not been updated

for a very long time (e.g.
doesn't offer support for

Chrome or Safari).
Nevertheless, thanks to its

intuitive layout yet wide range
of configuration settings,
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CleanMOCache should satisfy
the entire audience.

CleanMOCache Review: ◀----
-------------------------------------
-------------------------------------
--------------◀ You may have a

program that displays these
details or you may be an expert

in cleaning tools;
CleanMOCache is suitable for

every Windows system and
Internet browser user. It is

quite simple to use and to find
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some of the features there are
no user manuals or any

instruction manuals to refer to.
This cleaning utility is the

brainchild of a sole developer
and it works in a streamlined
interface. It is very easy to

setup and run through; you can
choose your settings and input

your data in a set

CleanMOCache
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- clean all tracks and history,
cache, autocomplete details,

cookies, saved usernames and
passwords, typed URLs, plus

Mozilla items that run at
system startup/shutdown, for
Netscape, Firefox, Opera and

Explorer web browsers; - clean
Firefox and Opera cookies,
profile and login details, and
restore them automatically at
system startup/shutdown; -

clean Windows tools: recent
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documents, Run and Search
history, MRU Registry entries,

Recycle Bin and Clipboard,
plus items which run at system
boot; - create a list of items to

delete; - create a file with
URLs to clear; - offers a

thorough log. NEW - cleaning
of the Recycle Bin, Run and

Search history, and MRU
Registry entries; - creating a

file with URLs to clear; -
cleaning Windows Media
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Player, WordPad and Office
apps. RELEASE 1.2: - fixing
of the bug with the clearing of

Windows tool "Processes".
RELEASE 1.1: - a crash in the
folder selection process when

deleting files. RELEASE 1.0: -
Initial release. Flamerank
Fanboy Conceiving the

prevalence of piracy, namely
the unlawful copying of digital

media and software,
researchers at the University of
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Florida’s Center for Teaching
and Learning Technologies
have created a tool to help

teachers and education
specialists control which sites

students can access. According
to the university’s research

director, Amy Wright, the tool
can “ensure that each site has

the right to exist online,
provides a more positive

educational environment, and
leads to increased learning
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opportunities.” The program,
called Teacher’s Choice, is

composed of three different
“modules,” or tools, which

include the ability to block web
sites, add sites to a list of

“stale” sites, and prevent school-
provided computers from

accessing sites the teachers
want students to access.

Student’s Choice is similar to
Teacher’s Choice in that it is

also composed of three
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different tools; however, the
modules are intended for

students and not teachers. As
for the blockers, the list can be

manually entered or added
through drag-and-drop.

However, it is important to
note that these modules can be

activated and deactivated at
any time without the user

having to go through any sort
of process. Teachers’ Choice
and Student’s Choice can be
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CleanMOCache

CleanMOCache is a useful
little program that enables you
to clean up privacy
information, tracks and other
related data when it comes to
your web browsers and
Windows tools. It offers
support for Netscape, Firefox
and Opera. The interface of the
application is based on a
common window with an
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uncomplicated layout; you can
navigate through the tabs and
input your options. For
example, you can clean the
cache, history, autocomplete
details, cookies, saved
usernames and passwords,
along with typed URLs of web
browsers. Furthermore, you
can manage Firefox and Opera
cookies, profiles and login
credentials, and clean Mozilla
items which automatically run
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at system startup/shutdown.
Concerning Windows tools,
you can clean recent
documents, Run and Search
history, MRU Registry entries,
the Recycle Bin and Clipboard,
along with the user temporary
directory. But you may also
delete unnecessary data from
Windows Media Player,
WordPad and Office apps,
along with items which
automatically run at system
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boot. It is also possible to
create a custom list of files,
directories and Registry entries
to delete. Once all your
preferred options have been set
up, you can run a complete
cleanup procedure. Plus,
CleanMOCache creates log
details and can be minimized
to the system tray; thus, it
doesn't disturb your activity on
the computer. The software
tool has a good response time,
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quickly completes a scan and
clean job, and requires a pretty
low amount of CPU and
system memory to work
properly. We have not come
across any issues throughout
our testing; CleanMOCache
did not hang, crash or pop up
error notifications. However,
the app has not been updated
for a very long time (e.g.
doesn't offer support for
Chrome or Safari).
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Nevertheless, thanks to its
intuitive layout yet wide range
of configuration settings,
CleanMOCache should satisfy
the entire audience. Free
Download ]]> Mon, 15 May
2013 07:16:54 +0000ITunes -
Remove Third-Party Apps
There are so many third party
apps out there, you have to be
careful who you install them
from. Some of these apps have
names which are suggestive of
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What's New In?

======================
= CleanMOCache is a useful
little program that enables you
to clean privacy information,
tracks and other related data
when it comes to your web
browsers and Windows tools. It
offers support for Netscape,
Firefox and Opera. The
interface of the application is
based on a common window
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with an uncomplicated layout;
you can navigate through the
tabs and input your options.
For example, you can clean the
cache, history, autocomplete
details, cookies, saved
usernames and passwords,
along with typed URLs of web
browsers. Furthermore, you
can manage Firefox and Opera
cookies, profiles and login
credentials, and clean Mozilla
items which automatically run
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at system startup/shutdown.
Concerning Windows tools,
you can clean recent
documents, Run and Search
history, MRU Registry entries,
the Recycle Bin and Clipboard,
along with the user temporary
directory. But you may also
delete unnecessary data from
Windows Media Player,
WordPad and Office apps,
along with items which
automatically run at system
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boot. It is also possible to
create a custom list of files,
directories and Registry entries
to delete. Once all your
preferred options have been set
up, you can run a complete
cleanup procedure. Plus,
CleanMOCache creates log
details and can be minimized
to the system tray; thus, it
doesn't disturb your activity on
the computer. The software
tool has a good response time,
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quickly completes a scan and
clean job, and requires a pretty
low amount of CPU and
system memory to work
properly. We have not come
across any issues throughout
our testing; CleanMOCache
did not hang, crash or pop up
error notifications. However,
the app has not been updated
for a very long time (e.g.
doesn't offer support for
Chrome or Safari).
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Nevertheless, thanks to its
intuitive layout yet wide range
of configuration settings,
CleanMOCache should satisfy
the entire audience.
CleanMOCache"s Pros: =====
====================
Easy to use Works well Few
issues CleanMOCache"s Cons: 
======================
=== Not compatible with
Chrome and Safari Doesn't
delete temporary files
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automatically
64bitCleanMOCache is a
useful little program that
enables you to clean privacy
information, tracks and other
related data when it comes to
your web browsers and
Windows tools. It offers
support for Netscape, Firefox
and Opera. The interface of the
application is based on a
common window with an
uncomplicated layout; you can
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navigate through the tabs and
input your options. For
example, you can clean the
cache, history, autocomplete
details, cookies, saved
usernames and passwords,
along with typed URLs of web
browsers. Furthermore, you
can manage Firefox and Opera
cookies, profiles and login
credentials, and clean Mozilla
items which automatically run
at system startup/shutdown.
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System Requirements For CleanMOCache:

Windows 7 or higher
(Windows 8/8.1 and Windows
10 can be installed as well, if
your machine supports it) You
can select Intel Core 2 or AMD
Phenom 4 Processor or an
equivalent 4 GB of RAM 750
MB available hard-disk space
DXDiag should be installed
Sound Card support for
DirectX Minimum DirectX 9
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Minimum DirectX 10
Minimum System
Requirements Mac OSX 10.5
or later A 10-second to
40-second install
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